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Florida Voice for the Unborn Congratulates Governor Ron DeSantis on His Re-Election 

Victory and Urges Him to Immediately Act to Protect All Unborn Children in Florida  

 

November 8, 2022 

 

*For Immediate Release* 

 

Contact: Andrew Shirvell, Founder and Executive Director, at (850) 404-3414 or  

Andrew@FloridaVoiceForTheUnborn.com.  

 

Executive Director Andrew Shirvell tonight issued the following statement: 

 

“Florida Voice for the Unborn congratulates Governor Ron DeSantis and all pro-life candidates 

on their General Election victories.  Following the U.S. Supreme Court’s historic overturning of 

Roe v. Wade last June, pro-abortion politicians (like failed gubernatorial candidate Charlie Crist) 

spent months trying to persuade Florida voters that the central issue of this election was preserving 

the state-sanctioned murder of preborn children.  But the election results indisputably show that 

the Florida abortion industry and its political puppets suffered a clear, humiliating defeat all over 

the Sunshine State.  Florida citizens have overwhelmingly rejected – yet again – the viciously evil 

pro-abortion agenda of the Democratic Party and have given Governor DeSantis an unequivocal 

mandate to quickly dismantle the Florida abortion industry once and for all.”  

 

Shirvell concluded, “With renewed pro-life majorities in both chambers of the Legislature, Florida 

Voice for the Unborn again calls upon Governor DeSantis to immediately declare that the 

upcoming post-General Election Special  Legislative Session agenda will include consideration of 

comprehensive legislation protecting ALL unborn children in Florida.  It is long past time for 

Governor DeSantis to act as boldly for unborn children as President Donald Trump did during 

his presidential administration.”  

 

*** 

 

Florida Voice for the Unborn is a Tallahassee-based grassroots lobbying group that only focuses 

on pro-life issues impacting the unborn.  It is strictly independent, and its work is guided by faith 

in God’s only Son, Jesus Christ.  Florida Voice for the Unborn supports all peaceful efforts by 

elected officials and others to end abortion and save lives.  Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, 

Instagram, Pinterest, Parler, and YouTube @UnbornVoiceFL – and visit our website at 

FloridaVoiceForTheUnborn.com.   
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